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Introduction    
   When I started this book back in 1987, I had no idea that it would be going on strong for the 

next thirty years. It’s taken from the Hebrew and Greek text from the Bible as well as the 

current events in science.     

 I have 150 airbrush and Photoshop illustrations and explanations that will walk you step by 

step through God’s creation of the universe and life, all in layman’s terms. It starts before 

solid matter was created and explains how God started with his physical laws of truth, 

(Physics, Chemistry, Math, etc.) and totally empty infinite space. It has answers to many 

unanswered questions, both Biblical and scientific. By understanding of his laws in 

microscopic detail, God understood perfectly how to create the universe and life. God was the 

first scientist, and the universe and life was his project. The Bible says that he created it for his 

own pleasure.     

   We are the first generation in the history of the world that can understand the Creation. 

Thanks to God opening the mind of science in our generation, we can actually see what the 

writers of the bible were trying to explain 3500 to 2000 years ago.      

   I can’t speak Hebrew or Greek, but I used the Strong’s concordance to look up every major 

word in the First chapter of Genesis, Proverbs 8:22-31, and John 1:1-5. By looking among the 

definitions to every major word, I found another set of definitions that tell a modern-day story 

that fit with what we see with our space telescopes in our generation. These are definitions 

that describe the word meaning to these Biblical Hebrew and Greek words.     

   The question that I would like to ask the world is, “How did the writers of the Bible know 
what to write that long ago?” Only God knew the answers, so that shows that the writers 
were inspired by God.      

  I once thought that this was just my interpretation of the creation. So far, I have never 

seen a story, either Biblical or scientific that will walk you step by step through the creation. 

… Wonder why? … This new word meaning opens new doors to the knowledge of Bible 

study and the current events in science over the past 30 years. Now I understand that this 

book is strictly Biblical and not just an interpretation.   

     I hope that you enjoy reading it as much as I have enjoyed writing it. It’s a story for our 
generation.                                                        

Enjoy   



  



Time allowed to Read Each Chapter Aloud by the Computer  

  
Chapter One, …        34 minutes  

Chapter Two, …        15 minutes  

Chapter Three, …     41 minutes  

Chapter 4A & 4B, …26 minutes   

Chapter 5A & 5B, …18 minutes  

Chapter Six, …            9 minutes   

Chapter Seven, …      8 minutes  

Chapter Eight, …        3 minutes (mostly the Biblical text and definitions)  

Chapter Nine, …        0 minutes (Biblical Text)  

Chapter Ten, …        14 minutes (Biblical text and ending)  

Total reading time ... Two hours and forty-five minutes. This is not counting  

                                      The time studying the illustrations or the Biblical Hebrew   

                                       Greek scriptures and definitions. (Chapters 8, 9, and 10).                                                          

These chapters were added to show the Biblical Hebrew                                    

and Greek definitions to the Biblical words written by the writers of the Bible, 

not by the translators of the different translations. These are the definitions                                         

that this book is taken from.  

  
   


